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Speaking of this, Zara banks changed his conversation and said seriously: “Only Stefanie Sun
has never had a dark history. So far, she has never made any hype in the entertainment
industry, nor has she ever done any deeds. All the personal resumes published are 100% true,
and many more powerful places have not been exposed at all, and they have even
deliberately prevented the media from reporting. They are really low-key and truly
cultivated.”

Claire asked curiously: “Miss banks seems to be familiar with the entertainment industry?”

“I can’t talk about familiarity.” Zara banks smiled faintly, and said casually: “It’s just that there
is no secret in this circle that can be hidden from me.”

As she said, she smiled and asked Claire: “Does Mr. Clare know what Stefanie Sun’s family
does?”

Claire thought for a while and said, “It seems that someone has said that she is in business at
home, but it seems that there are few reports on what she does. It seems to be more
powerful.”

Zara banks smiled and said, “It’s not just amazing. The annual profit of her family’s industry is
much higher than the profit generated by the entire entertainment industry in a year.
Therefore, if people like her go to the entertainment industry, it is the phoenix that fell from
the sky. , Fell into the flock of chickens, a complete dimensionality reduction blow.”

Claire was stunned, and blurted out: “No wonder Stefanie Sun never engages in publicity and
hype. She never touches even CP, something that the entire entertainment circle does. In the
past, several male stars insisted on following. She speculates on CP, but when the fake news
is released, it usually takes no more than an hour. Stefanie Sun’s agency will immediately
issue a solemn statement to refute the rumors and never give others a chance to speculate…

Zara banks nodded and said with a smile: “But it seems that there are few reports about what
it is, and it should be more powerful.”

Zara banks smiled and said, “It’s not just amazing. The annual profit of her family’s industry is
much higher than the profit generated by the entire entertainment industry in a year.
Therefore, if people like her go to the entertainment industry, it is the phoenix that fell from
the sky. , Fell into the flock of chickens, a complete dimensionality reduction blow.”

Claire was stunned, and blurted out: “No wonder Stefanie Sun never engages in publicity and
hype. She never touches even CP, something that the entire entertainment circle does. In the
past, several male stars insisted on following. She speculates on CP, but when the fake news
is released, it usually takes no more than an hour. Stefanie Sun’s agency will immediately
issue a solemn statement to refute the rumors and never give others a chance to speculate…



Zara banks nodded and smiled: “So President Claire shouldn’t feel sorry for her quitting the
entertainment circle. Let me make an analogy. People are actually like a fairy going down the
earth. They just come to play and experience life. If I have enough experience, I will naturally
return to the Heavenly Court to stay.”

Claire nodded thoughtfully and said, “Miss banks’s words are very reasonable. According to
you, she is indeed unlikely to stay in the entertainment industry forever.”

Zara banks glanced at Charlie, who was silent, and said with a smile: “Didn’t it also be
mentioned in the opening video of the concert just now? Stefanie Sun has been looking for
her Prince Charming all the time. I feel that she will join the entertainment circle. It is very
likely. It is to achieve the purpose of finding someone.”

“Yes.” Claire agreed: “I think so too.”

Zara banks said again: “You see that she has been pampered since she was a child, presumably
her prince charming is not worse than her, or even better than her.

With that said, Zara banks tapped her lower lip lightly with her slender finger, and said to
herself: “Oh, so, the analogy I just mentioned is actually not very appropriate… It’s good to be
a fairy who went down to the world, but they didn’t come down to play or experience it. They
actually came down to find her, who was also the same descent, Prince Charming, and when
they found her, the two went back together.”
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